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Performance Update

After strong gains in November and December, global stock markets fell in January with the FTSE 100 and

S&P 500 falling 0.79% and 1.46% respectively.

Despite small losses in January, every major stock market has remained on an upward trend. It is difficult

to give an exact reason why stock markets fell in January, but sometimes they need to pause and give up

some of their previous gains before moving higher again – it’s that simple!

The current lockdown appears to be working and the virus rates are falling in the UK. We must remember

that short-term news (riots at the Whitehouse, new strains of the virus and supply problems in respect of

the Pfizer vaccine in Europe), does not really affect global stock markets as they are forward-looking and

can see the progress being made with vaccinations and therefore the reopening of the global economy.

The liquidity that has been pumped into the global economy is now starting to form “bubbles” in some less

liquid asset classes, such as Bitcoin. The same liquidity has helped to move stock markets significantly

higher over the last 6 months and the additional stimulus that is being promised by the Biden

administration should help stock markets continue their upward trend.

Identifying which asset classes are in “bubbles” will be extremely important going forward and most of this

Investment Update has been devoted to this.

Bonds and Gold also fell in January, which was disappointing and the only asset class to make strong

positive returns were emerging markets.

The performance of the main markets we invest in over the last month, 6 months and 1 year is shown

below:

Portfolio
Performance %

1 month

Performance % 

6 months

Performance % 

1 year

FTSE 100 -0.79 10.19 -9.20

MSCI World -1.44 11.08 10.83

S&P 500 -1.49 9.15 11.95

Euro Stoxx -2.49 10.94 6.48

Nikkei 225 -1.48 22.99 18.47

Emerging Market Equities 2.60 18.59 22.77

Corporate Bonds -0.76 2.39 4.48

UK Gilts -1.75 -3.05 2.94

Gold -3.01 -11.41 8.80

Please note that these figures do not include the platform or our fees.*All figures are sourced from Financial Express to 31.01.2021.



Investment Overview

Currently, nothing is dramatically unsettling markets despite the dangerous mutation of coronavirus, the

Democrats control of the Senate and rioters storming congress. We now appear to be at the start of a

“bubble” phase in equity markets. This can be borne out by the exponential rise in GameStop and Bitcoin

as retail investors throw money into assets just because they are going up. If we are correct and equities

are at this stage, then returns from the portfolios could be extremely strong over the next few months and

years.

The biggest indicator that suggests the start of a strong period of returns was that the markets were

positive when Trump was going to win the election (lower taxes and less red tape). They remained positive

at the suggestion there might be a split Government (because Biden wouldn’t be able to spend too much)

and they are still positive now that Biden controls both houses (more money will get printed). The narrative

is very clear – it doesn’t matter what the story is the markets will see the positive in it.

This is, therefore, a good time to be riding the wave of optimism, while remaining cautious about when the

bubble will pop. So, what will pop the bubble? Inflationary costs are rising. If you look at the price of

Soybeans and other agricultural commodities, you can see the sharp reversal of the downward trend. We

have the catalyst for a significant recovery in global economies now the vaccine is being rolled out.

Eventually this will lead to inflation and the deflationary effects that technology has had over the last 10

years will not be able to stop the inflationary wave. Central banks will do everything in their power to keep

interest rates low, even by yield control policies. The yield on 10-year treasuries is already rising, but still

remains low.

It is a time in which significant returns can be made by investing in those asset classes that are moving

higher – currently mainly equities.

Introducing our ESG portfolios – helping the planet whilst not compromising returns

ESG stands for Environmental, Social and Governance and we are pleased to introduce these portfolios to

our clients. ESG portfolios invest in companies that focus on:

• Improving the environment – this may include companies that generate solar and wind power.

• Improving society – this will include companies that have great working practices and supplier

relationships.

• Good governance- this will include companies with a diverse range of owners and board member.

Whilst investing for the greater good of the world is something that sounds fantastic to do, it may also be

one of the most popular themes for the next few years as more and more money is invested into these

companies. As the flow of money increases, it pushes up the share prices of the companies that have

good ESG standards. In addition, we have a new President in the US and he is much more committed to a

greener future and we have already seen “clean energy” companies make significant returns. The chart

below shows how the index of “clean energy” companies has outperformed the world index over the last

year and we look forward to introducing you to these portfolios during 2021:



Asset Class Review

This section will give you an insight into our current thinking and we have included some charts that we

believe look interesting. This month we look at three investments that we do not specifically invest in, but

that are in “bubble” territory. We also look at the previous technology bubble and where we are now by

comparison.

Bitcoin – the first bubble to develop

Bitcoin first hit the news in 2017 when it formed a bubble and popped. Many small retail investors were

sucked in and either made, or lost, a lot of money. This recent bubble has moved significantly higher, but

has it popped? Bitcoin could be the new global reserve currency, or it could just be a short-term fad that

ends up consigned to the history books.

Ethereum- another crypto currency in a bubble?

Whilst Bitcoin is the most commonly know crypto currency, there are 7,811 other ones. Perhaps the

most interesting one is Ethereum which has risen significantly as well. However, Ethereum is actually a

platform that allows transactions to happen much faster, like a super computer. It may therefore be a

business and currency that you hear much more of going forward. However, at the moment it does look

like a bubble is forming similar to Blockchain.



Gamestop - 1,625% return in January!

This company sells computer games at retail stores and has been the most traded stock over the last

few weeks, causing a battle between hedge funds and small investors. What is happening here is so

important that we dedicate the next section (the ‘Gamestonk’ bubble) to explain it.

The dot-com bubble

Global stock markets crashed between 2000-03 as the dot-com bubble burst. The Nasdaq 100 is a

technology laden US stock market, and we can see how the bubble popped and how it took until 2017

to return to its previous high. Since then, we have seen it move much higher as the pandemic has

exponentially increased the importance of technology in our lives.

In Summary

With all the additional money being injected into the economy, it is inevitable that bubbles will form as

this extra money has to go somewhere. Currently, the bubbles are forming in less liquid assets that

should not affect our wealth if they pop. We believe that all this liquidity will continue to move stock

markets higher and there are no signs as yet that governments are about to withdraw liquidity from

the economy.



The “Gamestonk” Bubble

Shares of video game retailer GameStop soared 1,625% in January. The company sells video games at

physical locations around the world and has been struggling to survive as the pandemic has forced it to

close many stores during lockdown, while other retailers are going bankrupt. Yet this company has been

the focus of worldwide attention from investors and has started a new phenomenon called

“Gamestonk”.

What has happened?

GameStop and a number of other companies, (including Nokia and cinema chain AMC), have been

subjected to hedge fund “short sellers” who bet that the share prices of these companies would fall. Up

until January, the hedge funds had been successful. However, the shares of these companies rallied as

a result of a co-ordinated buy from private investors who had collaborated through a chatroom on the

Reddit social media site. These investors intended to drive up the share price of these small, less liquid

companies, in turn forcing the hedge funds to have to cover their losses by buying shares, thereby

forcing up the price even further. GameStop’s share price at the end of January was $325 against what

analysts believe is a fair price of $13 – clearly a big bubble has formed.

What is causing the “Gamestonk” Bubble?

In a nutshell, it’s the fault of the global pandemic, as trillions of dollars have been pumped into the

global economy. For example, every American was given a cheque for $1,200 and this money is getting

invested. The online “mob”, who are generally working from home and have time on their hands, are

now looking at other opportunities, with silver next on the list. Therefore, two ingredients - a mob and

liquidity - have developed out of the pandemic, and this has started to cause the formation of bubbles.

Elon Musk, the founder of Tesla and now richest man in the world, has now begun to throw his weight

into the arena by tweeting which stocks to buy - he has termed it “Gamestonk”.

Should we be worried?

At the moment we don’t think so. “Gamestonk” bubbles have only formed in relatively small, individual

companies and the losers have been two hedge funds which, if they went bust, should not cause long

lasting damage to the global economy. The share price of GameStop and the value of Bitcoin gives the

appearance that they are in bubbles, but if they both fell then they are unlikely to cause other markets to

crash.

What about the dot-com crash in 2000-2003?

Back in 2000, any company related to technology and the internet (known as the dot-com companies)

saw their share prices surge higher. Many of these companies were based on some great ideas but back

then there wasn’t the infrastructure in place for them to make money. For example, we still had dial-up

internet and few people trusted paying money online. The Nasdaq 100 housed many of these

technology companies and you can see from the chart below, how they surged higher, before crashing.

This time around, the Nasdaq 100 is indeed advancing quickly, but we are in the midst of what we term

the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”, in which these technology companies are making lots of money by

helping to improve our lives. This is clearly very different to the year 2000.

Summary

It is clear that bubbles are beginning to

form, but in asset classes that are not big

enough to cause a stock market crash. We

do believe that we have the ingredients for

further bubbles to develop and it is at this

stage where investors can make a lot of

money by simply investing in equities. This

is highlighted by the fact that every main

stock market is on an upward trend.



Final Comment

As Governments and Central Banks have injected more and more money into the economy, this has had

the effect of pushing up the prices of many asset classes and has ultimately helped our wealth recover

from the “crash” in February and March last year. We do not see this cycle ending any time soon and

further stimulus packages will be announced by the Biden administration, while interest rates will be kept

low.

We therefore have all the ingredients for the formation of “bubbles”, and they have begun to appear in the

less liquid asset classes. We do not think that this is a concern at the moment and returns from the main

asset classes that we invest in could be extremely good over the next few months and years, as more and

more money is printed and finds its way into stock markets. As per last month we remain bullish for the

following reasons:

• The roll-out of vaccinations will help to reopen the global economy and once the vulnerable are

vaccinated, more confidence should return.

• The US looks set to extend and increase additional fiscal stimulus packages (money printing) under the

Biden administration.

• The savings rate has been extremely high during lockdown for those who have remained employed, so

this could be a catalyst for a surge in spending in the economy.

• The Brexit deal has removed much uncertainty.

• Those companies that have survived this year are likely to have implemented cost savings and may

find less competition due to some companies not surviving. Therefore, the profitability of some

companies could increase significantly.

• Interest rates are likely to remain low for a long time to encourage a small increase in inflation. This

would allow companies to borrow and invest for growth and if inflation does not go out of control, would

allow them to raise prices and thus profits.
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